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About This Game

Tune yourself to the voices lurking in the head of John Blake - the tormented man dwelling in a trap… that only you can guide
him out of.

You will never know whether what you see is true - and you can be sure, that even after you’ve escaped the trap, not all had been
discovered…
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You will be constantly searching for a way to escape the randomised maze of rooms, you will be haunted by new voices and you
will be the one deciding… who dies.

Meet John and his past in possibly the only adventure game with a non-linear plot, procedurally generated user path and (more
than) a pinch of the atmosphere of your favorite horrors.

The sun was burning my back... I spent an eternity watching my shadow grow taller in front of me... what... what happened
there...?
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 NON-LINEAR storyline.

 Intriguing, disquieting gameplay due to the ever-changing randomized maze.

 Unique, dark atmosphere inspired by the works of H.P.Lovecraft, E.A.Poe and S.King.

 An amazing experience thanks to the moody soundtrack and audio design

 Addictive story full of plot twists and choices that may lead you to one of 5 different ending

 A possibility of enjoying the game in 4 different cinematic languages: English, Polish, Turkish and Russian

 Engaging puzzles with different levels of complexity
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Title: Inner Voices
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sigma Games
Publisher:
Fat Dog Games
Release Date: 10 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD, 2,4Ghz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560TI or AMD Radeon HD 7850

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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So I'm not really into the hidden object point\/click adventures, but I was amused by the concept and thought I would give this
one a try. I liked the idea, so here we go.

Good:

The concept is actually pretty interesting. The story has a basic set up: New Orleans has fallen under some kind of curse and its
up to a rookie voodoo witch to set things straight. The idea of an adventure that themes itself around 'realistic' magick and spell-
craft is pretty cool in my opinion, and it seems to be done well.

There actually is a bit of homework that went into this. For example: the brick dust, or red clay dust, you get at the beginning of
the game actually is a thing for voodoo practioners as a defensive item, and its not uncommon to serve up mojo in cloth bags
like you see in the opening sequence and throughout the game.

You spend most of the game looking for such spell ingredients and picking up mojo to cast spells and solve problems (or give
you hints). Which, is an interesting break from what I normally see in clicky-click adventures. You still have plenty of times
when you need to do practical things like search for a screwdriver to unscrew a latch and other things, but there are some pretty
interesting moments when you solve problems in an impractical way by using magicks or spells to achieve supernatural results.

And I can give a game credit for putting a little meaning and history behind its spellcraft, instead of just saying "Magic power!"

The story actually does a decent job at throwing a few curves into the mystery of what is going on, but only every now and then.
Its otherwise straightforward, and not really noteworthy or condemnable either way.

The main meat of the gameplay is the hidden object scenes, where you have to clear out a small list of items from a messy
scene, which ultimately rewards you with keys or ingredients you need. They usually aren't too hard, and are a lot more
entertaining than I thought they would be; coming from an action game guy. There are some puzzles too, but they are usually
very short and very easy, and the exploration is a little too straightforward to be called gameplay.

And the game's still graphics look great by the way.

Some of the hidden object scenes are really quite absurd though, and it does make me wonder how any sane person could keep
some of the messes seen on the desks and tables in this game!
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Which brings me to the bad...

Bad:

This game's setting is really dark and gloomy. I feel like there is some legitimate work that went into this game to make it a
'dark adventure. But, then the game happens, and there is a huge dissonance in game and setting.

The game is ridiculous and inconsistent most of the time. It expects you to do things out of order, and what you can and can't do
at times isn't exactly clear.

The game has a tendency to force you to do things step by step. Anytime you go through a process, instead of being able to get
the whole thing done at once, you have to do part A, go get items for part B, do part B, go get items for part C, do part C,
instead of getting all the items and preparing to do the task in one go like a normal human being would do. The game will
literally not let you get everything you need at once; either the protagonist will say she doesn't know what to do with this, or the
game just won't even notice it and write it off as background until you need to pick it up. It just causes a lot of needless
backtracking.

And sadly, all the magicks and spell crafting in this game are contextual and very limited. You only make and perform each
spell once, and you only use spells every now and then. Which is a shame, as I feel like the game kind of undermines its own
idea by not using the character's voodoo abilities more often. Instead, it tends to favor more traditional point\/click gameplay.

The story, while decent most of the time, has a lot of bumps. Lillian is noblewoman, but can somehow pick locks with no
explanation as to how she knows that. She talks as if she doesn't know her own house in the first chapter, and given that her
suitcase is kept in the pantry I'm not surprised. It seems like everyone you meet is very familiar with voodoo, and nobody seems
to really be interested in the fact that you are saving the town with magic. Dead people don't know they are dead until you talk to
them, but can accurately recall their cause of death anyways. Villains don't fry you on the spot for no reason other than to give
you time to defeat them.

Its not cringe-worthy, but certainly not good. I'm not even nitpicking either. This is THE GAME. This is pretty much what
makes up the story.

But here's a nitpick: For a wealthy family that owns a maid and a gardener, the house is an absolute sty.

I would actually go as far as to say that the only real effect this 'curse' has is to make things messy, as cursed presences take the
form of piles of junk that have to be magicked away.

The music is ok, if overly dramatic most of the time. The 3d animations and 3d models range from bad to horrifyingly bad. I
would have prefered this game to be in all 2d and still images. The voice acting is decent during some of the cutscenes, but the
dialogue is overall amatuerish, cliche, and sometimes just silly.

At one point, the game asks you to put ham in a mortar and pestle. It even says it in your magic spell book, IN THE SPELL's
DESCRIPTION, to put "a smelly ham" in a ceramic mortar. Someone seriously wrote that as a spell.

That's this game's biggest problem. Its got a dark adventure setup, but the game's action is just too stupid to be taken seriously.
The ridiculous actions combined with the absurd dialogue just makes this game seem foolish, and that's a huge red mark for a
game with this kind of set up. The constant backtracking doesn't help either.

Finally, this game is painfully short, and has the nerve to force a "To be continued..." ending.

In summary, I would just say that this game is trying to be too serious for its genre.

Overall:

I would have liked this game to be better than it was. I would have liked a game that stuck with its concept and tried to break out
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of the genre it set out for. I think a puzzle game that focuses more on magicking rooms back in order and a more open
adventure with a focus on collecting and testing out ingredients to find solutions to problems would have been more interesting
than the hidden object games. Its pretty, but the gameplay just doesn't work with the story.

Maybe I'm expecting too much of a genre I know nothing about, but I'm just going with my opinions. There was serious game
potential here, and it was wasted on a silly object find game with silly writing.

I like a game with a good concept and setting though, and there is a pretty good setup. And for what it is, it was still fun for a
few hours. I just would have liked a bit more content and a bit better gameplay

I don't know. I'll call it at a coin toss. I personally was more amused with this than I thought it would be, but if you have any
kind of high expectation for this I'd stay away. Take that for what its worth.

I played it. I finished it. I didn't hate it. So I recommend it. Try it or don't. Its a gamble of a game in my opinion.. This is not a
bad game - everything you need is there. Definately Meh. Nice graphics, nice music, UI works fine. My problem is that this is
one of those games with a lot of time pressure. I'm giving a thumbs down because of that, but someone else might like it. Just
know it requires very fast reflexes and is very time pressured.. Great TD game for the price. Pretty challenging if you're going
for 3-stars on hard!. not worth it for its asking price but when it goes on sale I can totally recommend you pick it up!
super easy to get into and really fun with friends. Story is great and alot of building options for settlements where u will spend
1000 of hours in. weapon customisation is very entertaining.

9\/10 would kill Father again. Necromancers can no longer swap positions with their skeleton warriors. This may apply to
enchanted blades as well.If you want it to stay this way then I would suggest a way to dismiss summoned skeletons. As it is, on
some levels it only takes two of them to box you in and without an attack that will indirectly damage them, it is impossible to
continue that game.. Brick Rigs is a great game for kids and adults alike. I have fond memories of playing with Legos with my
siblings and remember crashing our cars together. Brick Rigs lets me do this agian as an adult and at a much faster pace. There
are so many cool cars in the workshop and it never gets old watching them crash. I just recently signed up for the Beta and the
work that has been put into this game is great. Zombies is a ton of fun to play. Here is a video of me checking out Zombie mode
https://youtu.be/BEYeB1uSFxc . Great Game. Very good for digital drawing... From time to time it glitches out and makes a
line across the screen when using my Graphics Tablet but other then that. It's a solid drawing program.. The game is fun and
enjoyable. For the price you will get you moneys worth.

It offers a decent amount of challenge to complete some of those levels.

The game offers a few modes to play with puzzle mode being the most challenging one.

The graphics behind the game is cute and quite a pleasant sight.
The sounds and music is a great add on, making this entirety of this game quite better.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hbh2qXBMjuY
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In "Perfect" the player is encouraged to relax and drink in the vista. It seems the goal of the devs is to place the player in a
destination where they can forget about the hustle and bustle of our fast paced modern world. I enjoyed this VR experience.
After playing for an hour listening to music and skipping rocks, I actually felt more relaxed then when I started. I imagine the
best way to enjoy this game is to plop a chair in the middle of the play space and relax. It's an escape. With that said there are
some things I would like to see in this game. Being able to choose my music to listen to while in the environments. A
multiplayer option to allow friends to relax together. A moon\/space environment. More environments and I want to jump in
that canoe and paddle down the river. I didn't mind spending the $9.99 for it. If they continue to update and add environments it
will be worth it. Remember when buying this game it is all about drinking in the vista and being calm and still. There is no story.
Check out my gameplay in the link below.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/--gf0LcEv-4. https://youtu.be/KBLOO3oI8io

If you watch the video I posted:
The first half is just my reaction to starting a new game,
And at 7:43 I check out "Creative Mode"
That's where all the ♥♥♥♥ing funny parts (for me) happened.

--"Start a New Game"--
Sooooo, where do I begin?
The controls are slidier than a Super Mario Bros. Ice level.
The music is on a loop, but the music sucks too much♥♥♥♥♥♥to be entertaining.
The African enemies randomly explode.
You have no health indicator that I know of,
So why are there enemies that appear to try to kill you?
You can move the camera in the pause menu.
I guess the point of the game is just to collect these diamond-shaped things that increase your score.

I don't know if this "game" has any more levels than the first one,
But I wasn't going to stress myself out playing the game longer than I wanted to.

--"Creative Mode"--
Creative Mode is just a mode where you can spawn entities.
I don't know about you, but when I think of "Creative Mode,"
I think of UNLIMITED RESOURCES THAT YOU DON'T HAVE TO WORK FOR.
But, (13:50) no. You use the previously mentioned score to spawn enemies and♥♥♥♥♥♥
This game is all over the place...

The "Big Daddy" (8:36) is a duck-snake-worm crossbreed.
The "Horse" (9:25) is just a ♥♥♥♥ing balloon doggy.
(I'm serious, I used to make balloon animals.
I know what I'm talking about.)
The "Giant" (10:16) is a giant... It's a giant chef with a GIANT boner.

--Ending Statement--
I've played worse games... You can't see me, but I'm looking at Tomb Raider: Rise of the ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t.
The game is pegged as partial controller support,
And technically that's true. Although, I would say it's more 'barely any controller support' moreso than partial, as you can only
move around, jump and pause the game on an Xbox360 controller (I haven't tried a PS3 controller). But you can't interact with
the menus and you can't do the one thing you absolutely need to do to even last half a minute in this game: Turn the ♥♥♥♥ing
camera. Maybe if the controls were easier, the enemies didn't fly around all over the ♥♥♥♥ing place (5:27, 9:43), the enemies
didn't randomly explode (5:27, 5:36, 5:50, 9:43), maybe a change of music when the first track changes, and the render distance
actually worked (Although there's no real point to having a render setting. I'm convinced this could run on an Atari2600.), this
might actually have a chance. But until then, ♥♥♥♥ this game.. It could be a good game if you knew what you was ment to do
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2\/10. I'd say it's quite an OK game, but certainly not worth the price. It feels unpolished and generally unfinished. I got it on
80% discount, and I still feel that it was too much. Moreover, apparently the game is abandoned as the last update was released
more than a year ago.. Works great! I managed to get it set up exactly as I wanted using only the user interface's built in tutorial
without needing to go diving into various websites.

Only minor issue is that it seems over sensitive to automatically hide the camera view if I am not looking exactly center on at the
fragment I have created. I can understand someone having the opposite problem, wanting to hide the view whenever they're not
looking directly center on at the fragment, so maybe a radius or sensitivity option would be useful.. Looking forward to the
second chapter.... Too short to tell if it'll really work out. Cute little "Demo". I guess for now, my only complaint would be not
having control of the Camera angle at all times. Makes for clunky movement when you're limited to WSAD in many areas.
Haven't ran into any bugs or glitches so far.
Definately worth taking for a spin since it's FTP.

Big update!:

Dear community,
we have some bad news and some good news.
Let's start with the bad. Solstice Chronicles: Survivors is no more. We killed it, cut it to pieces and fed it to a pit of angry
zombies we keep just for such occasions. But there are good news also, bear with us for a bit longer.

When we started working on the Solstice Chronicles: Survivors it was because the community asked for a multiplayer mode in
the Solstice Chronicles: MIA and we were unable to provide that with the original game. It was supposed to be a standalone
multiplayer game built upon the expanded MIA framework featuring more open gameplay similar to the survival mode.

Guided by our previous experience with the Unreal Engine and some great new talent we were lucky enough to acquire, we
started peeling back layers of old code, improving old assets, playing with new gameplay elements, and the more we worked, the
more we liked what we saw and more ambitious we got. But the more we worked, more often we got “wow, this is so The Red
Solstice” moments.
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The turning point happened when we started experimenting with the controlls as we felt the pure twin stick scheme just did not
feel right in a big open map. It felt somehow static and tiring and someone half jokingly suggested we try the The Red Solstice
like RTS type controls. We actually tried it, and after a few days of intense discussions and multiple further rounds of testing we
decided it was actually much better. It was then we finally said, “This is The Red Solstice 2!”.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/768520/The_Red_Solstice_2_Survivors/

So it is our great pleasure to officially announce that we are now working on a full fledged sequel called The Red Solstice 2:
Survivors. It is a tactics oriented shooter game made for multiplayer squad tactics but fully playable in solo mode. Basically all
that The Red Solstice offered, but improved by years of experience our team has gained, combined with the perks of a modern
Unreal 4 engine.

Game. Rad Rodgers - Radical Edition The Red Solstice 2: Survivors Teaser unleashed!:
https://youtu.be/E4g3hJ2-nrA

Dear people of The Red Solstice,
after months of hard work, shaping The Red Solstice 2 into a game we are all proud of, we are very excited to present you a
little slice of what we have acomplished so far. Moments ago we have uploaded our first teaser trailer for the game. It should
give you a bit of the feeling we are going for. We hope you like it.

Here are also some screenshots of the systems that are being worked on:

Armory is of course where you customize your marine's equipment and weapons before sending him into action. This time
arround you'll have much broader scope of customization options. You'll be able to pick different firing modes for your
weapons, choose to pick more passive abilities at the expense of some active skills, pick one very powerful system instead of
few weaker ones, or perhaps just leave more room for ammo, explosives and other items. You'll probably die anyway, but at
least you can give some monster a bit of indigestion with the right setup.
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Strategy layer is a new feature in The Red Solstice 2. It allows you to choose your missions and play in a more campaign like
way, capturing and loosing teritory, securing resources, and joining up with your friends in order to crack those hard missions.
You are fighting for entire planet now.

We are starting to do regular mini updates on our progress on Facebook, so if you want to be updated regularly, join us at: 
https://www.facebook.com/TheRedSolstice/
or come chat with us at discord: https://discord.gg/Fd7x7us

Join us and give us your feedback and suggestions so we can shape this game into a masterpiece.

Ironward
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